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SUMMARY

The static lateral stability of six delta wings was determined
at subsonic speeds and, in addition, two of the wings with 82.5° and

k
75° sweep of the leading edge were oscillated in yaw about the 50-percent
point of the root chord in order to determine the effects of frequency

. and amplitude on the combination lateral stability derivatives resulting
from this motion.

The results of the oscillation tests showed that large changes in
the derivatives occurred with ch~es offr equency and amplitude at the
high angles of attack for the 82.5 and 75° delta wings. For the reduced

& – 0.066 the lsrgest changes in the derivativesfrequency parameter TV -

-J

with smplitude generally occurred.at low values of amplitude. Comparison

of the variation with angle of attack of the oscillatory derivatives
obtained with the 82.5° and 75° wings with those of a 600 wing of another
investigation showed that large difference in the oscillatory deriva.
tives are general+y obtained at the higher angles of attack and that the

values of the combination oscillatory derivatives ,Cn
p;u

+ #C% ~ and

Cz - cl. for the 82.5° wing are very large and of opposite’sign to
r,u 13,u

those of the other wings. !Ihi~*comparison was made for one frequency and
amplitude of oscillation. The results of the static tests showed that
the static lateral stability deri~ative& followed trends which were sim-
ilar to those of other investigations.

INTRODUCTION

Reference 1 has pointed ~e~ssity of including the acceler-
ation derivatives Cn. and CZ. as determined from oscillation tests

P 9
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in calculations of dynamic lateral stability. This is especially true
at the high angles of attack since references 2 and–3 show that rather
large values of the acceleration derivatives may occur for certain con-
figurations under these conditions. Since a 600 delta wing showed high
values of oscillatory yawing derivatives a.thigh angles of at~ck
(refs. 2 and 3), information concerning the oscillatory yawing deriva- -
tives of narrow delta wings, which might be used in missile configura-
tions, was thought to be of interest. T@present investigation was
undertaken, therefore, to provide some information regarding the effects
of frequency and amplitude on narrow delta wings oscillating in yaw at
angles of attack from O0 to the angle of maximum lift. —

The present investigation consisted of determining the effects Qf
a systematic variation of freque~cy and amplitude of oscillation on the
oscillatory derivatives of 82.5° and 75° delta wings. Static stability
for these and for 86.5°, 600, 45°, and 300 delta wings was also deter-
mined. Oscillatory derivatives for a 600 delta wing from reference 3
are also presented for comparison purposes. The oscillatory derivatives
from reference 3 and those obtained in the present investigation were -
obtained by a forced oscillation technique; the motion was a combination
of yawing and sideslipping and provided t~e combination derivat~ves
Cn - Cn. cl - cl. Cn + k2Cn. and: _Cz

r,u B,U.)’ r,u p,o’
+ k2C~.

B,(D r,u’ B,(L) r,u

.

—

where k is the reduced frequency parameter &/2v.

COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS

All stability parameters and coefficients are referred to the
stability system of axes originating at a center-of-gravity position of
50 percent of the root chord and in the chord plane of the wings
investigated. (See fig. 1.)

CL lift coefficient, FL/@

CD’ drag coefficient (approximate), FD~qS

Cy lateral force coefficient, Fy/qS

cl rolling-moment coefficient, %/;S%

cm pitching-moment coefficient, ~/qSb

Cn yawtng-moment coefficient, Mz/qSb

FL lift ‘d
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.
FD’ drag (approximate)

* Fy lateral force

% rolling moment

% pitching moment

M~ yawing moment

a angle of attack, deg

b span, ft

P angle of sideslip, radians or deg

3Pfi=z

Po amplitude of sideslip, deg

●,
E mean aerodynamic chord, ft

k
ub

reduced frequency parameter,
. m

u! circular frequency of oscillation, radisns/sec

+ angle of yaw, radians or deg

$.&=r

+0 amplitude of yaw, deg

F=%

~ dynamic pressure, *P?, lb/sq ft

P mass density of air, slugs/cu ft

s wing area, sq ft

t time, sec

d
v free-stream velocity,

‘?=
G

ft/sec

3
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All derivatives are nondimensional in this paper. The symbol m
following the subscript of a derivative denotes the oscillatory
derivative.

APPARATUS AND MODEIS

Oscillation Apparatus

The equipment used to oscillate the models consisted of a motor-
driven flywheel, connecting rod, crank arm, and model support strut
shown schematically in figure 2 amd photographically in figures 3 and 4.

.

c
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The connecting rod was pinned to an eccentric center on ~he flywheel and
transmitted a sinusoidal yawing motion to the support strut by means of
the crank arm. The madele were fastened to the support strut at their
assumed centers of gravity and the oscillation was forced about the
vertical wind, or stability, axes of the models. The apparatus was
driven by a one-horsepower direct-current motor thro@ a geared speed
reducer. The frequency of oscillation was varied by changing the
voltage supplied to the motor, and the amplitude of oscillation was
varied by adjusting the throw of the eccentric on the flywheel.

Mdels

Six delta wings were tested in the present investigation. me
wings had leading-edge sweepbac

!

of 86.5°, 82.5°, 75°, 60°, 45°, and 300
and had aspect ratios 0.25, 0.5 , 1.07, 2.31, 4.o, and 6.93, respectively.
A sketch giting the geometric characteristics of the wingB is presented
as figure 5, and the characteristics are also listed in table I. Each
of the wings was-essentially a flat-plate airfoil made of 3/4-inch ply-
wood with a circular leading edge and a beveled trailing edge. The
trailing edges of all the wings were beveled to provide a trailing-edge
angle of about 10° that was const~t across the span.

Recording of Ihta

The recording of data was accomplished by means of the equipment
described completely in the appendix of reference 4. Briefly, the
rolling and yawing moments acting on the mcdel during oscillation were
measured by means of resistance-type strain gages, mounted on the oscil-
lating strut, to which the mdel was attached. The moments were modified
by a sine-cosine resolver driven by the oscillating mechanism so that the
output signals of the strain gages were proportional to the in-phase and
out-of-phase components of the strain-gage signals. These signah were
read from a highly damped direct-cuxrent meter, and the aerodynamic
coefficients were obtained by
appropriate constants, one of

All tests were conducted
Langley stability tunnel at a

multiplying the meter readings by the
which was the system calibration constant.

TESTS

in the 6- by 6-foot test section of the
dynamic pressure of 24.9 lb/sq ft which

corresponds to a Mach number of 0.13. The Reynolds number based on the
mean aerodynamic chord of the wing varied from approximately 8 x 105

● zfor the 30° delta wing to 2.5 x 10 for the 86.5° delta wing. Static

,.
m
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lateral stability derivative of all the wings were obtained from tests
at angles of attack from -4° up to and beyond the maximum lift of each
wing at angles of sideslip of f5°.

The oscillation tests at an amplitude of 6° (t~n) were conducted

through the single-of-attack range (in 10° incrementsj_at frequencies of
oscillation of 0.99, 1.81, 2.53, 3.53, and_!.49 CPS for the 82.5° Wing
and at frequencies of O.~, 0.96, 1.97, 3.865, and 4.49 cps for the _
75° delta ting. Corresponding values of the reduced Trequency param-
eter ob/2v for the 82.5° wing are 0.018,0.034, 0.@7, 0.c156,and
O.0~ and are 0.018, 0.032, 0.c66, 0.131, and 0.152 f= the 75° wing.
Also, at a reduced frequency of about 0.066, oscillation tests of both
wings were made for additional amplitudes ~f 2°, 4°, 8°, and 10°
throughout the angle-of-attack range.

For each amplitude, frequency, and angle-of-attack condition, the
effects of inertia of the model were eliminated from the data by sub-
tracting wind-off from wind-on results.

The reduced frequency of approximately 0.056 wa~chosen to corre-
spond closely to one of the frequencies (0.C65) of reference 3 for
comparison of the 82.5° and 75° wings of the present investigation with
the 600 wing discussed in reference 3.

—

.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Presentation of Results

The lift, drag, and pitching-moment data for.the-six delta wings
are shown in fig..me 6 as functions of angle of attack. The static
lateral stability derivatives for these wings are plotted against single
of attack and are shown in figure 7, and plots of Cy, Cz) and %

against ~ at several high angles of attack are shown in figures 8, 9,
and 10 for the 86.5°, 82.5°, and 75° delta wings. me oscillatory
derivatives for the 82.5° and 75° wings are shown in figures 11 to 34,
and comparisons of the data obtained for the 82.5° and 75° wings with
that obtained for the 600 wing (ref. 3) are shown in figure 35.

Static Characteristics

The lift, drag, ad pitching-moment da_@ for all the wings presented
in figure 6 show no unusual or unexpected characteristics. The static
lateral stability derivatives presented in figure 7 w=re obtained from d

the values of the coefficients at P = A5° .fOr comparison purposes and ..
-1
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do not necessarily represent the slopes through P = O, especially, at
the high angles of attack where non.linearities occur in the data. The
static-1.ateral-stability data shown in figuwe 7 are as might be expected
(refs. 5 and 6) with the static stability derivatives for the %. 5° and
82.5° wings showing the large and erratic changes that occur for low-
aspect-ratio lifting surfaces at medium and hi@ angles of attack. These
large and erratic changes in static lateral stability derivatives at
medium and large angles of attack indicate that nonlinearities may exist
when the lateral and directional coefficients are plotted against angle
of sideslip. These nonlinearities do exist for the 86.7, 82.50, and
75° delta wings as is shown in figures 8, 9, and 10, respectively. AS
can be seen from the figures, the variation of Cy, Cn, and C2 with B

is extremely nonlinear for both the %.5° and tie-82.50 delk wings. m
order to see how these nonlinearities affect the oscillatory character-
istics of the wings, the 82.Y and 75° WWS were osci~ted in yaw and
the results are discussed in the following sections.

Oscillatory Characteristics

Effective dihedral.- The variation of the effective dihedral

parameter Cl
@,u

+ k2Cz. with angle of attack for the 82.5° and 75°
r,u

delta wings is given in figures 11 and 12 for the different frequencies
of oscillation and an amplitude of ~6°. For both wings, the parameter
is zero or nearly zero at zero angle of attack and becomes more negative

as the angle of attack is increased. The values of CL + k2Cz. for
p,u r,u

the 82.5° wing at angles near 30° are appreciably more negative than
those obtained for the 75° wing. Also shown in figures 11 and 12 are
the static values of CZG (per radian) for comparison with the oscil-

latory values of Cl
13,u

+ $Cz. The comparison shows that the
r,m”

static Czp values for both wings exhibit the same trend with amgle of

attack as is shown by the oscillatory derivatives. A comparison of the

variation of C2
B,UJ

+ k2Cz. with angle of attack for the 82.5°, 7P,
r,m

and 600 wings is given in figure 35(a) for a reduced frequency 2V@ of

about 0.066 and an amplitude ~. of +6°. The figure shows that while
at low angles of attack the values of the parameter are nearly the same
for al-1the wings; above an angle of attick of about 10° the curves
diverge and the value of the parameter at 30° is close to zero for the
600 wing, about -0.4 for the 75° wing, and about -0.7 for the 82.5° ~ng.

In order to show the effect of frequency on the parameter

cl
p,lm

+ @cl. cross plots of figures 11 and 12 were made for a number
r,o’
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of angles of attack and are presented in figures 13 and 14. Generally
for the low angles of attack presented there is only a small effect of

‘requency ‘n Czp,u
+ k2C1. for both the 82.5° and 75° wings. At

r,u
.

the higher angles of attack, there appears to be no consistent effect
of frequency, although for the 75° wing the values of Clp,a + k2C~{,0

become more negative with an increase in frequency.

‘ige ‘Uiations ‘f C%,u+ k2CJ$ ~ with amplitude were obtained

at the high angles for both wings (figs: 15 and 16), and the changes
were usually greater for the 82.5° wing.

.-

Directional stability.- The variation of the directional stability

‘armter Cnp,u+k C%,u
with angle of.attack for_the 82.5° and

75° wings is given in figures 17 and 18 for different values of the

@ and for an amplitude ~.reduced frequency parameter 2V of t6°.

Figure 17 shows that for all frequencies the parameter is small and
negative at zero angle of attack for the }2.5° tiw-becomes more nega-
tive with angle of attack up to about 20°, after 20° becomes less nega-
tive, and at angles of attack above 400 the values of the parameter
become positive. The value of the parameter at 0° ~gle of attack for
the 75° wing is zero or a small negative value, depending on the fre-
quency. (See fig. 18.) At some small positive angle the parameter
assumes a small positive value which is more or less constant up to
about 300 angle of attack; above 30° angle of attack) however) the

vslues Of Cn
p,u

+ k2C
%,0

become negative. Also shown in figures 17

and 18 are the static values of ~P (per radiem) which can be compared

with the oscillatory values of %@
+ k2Cn:,u. The comparison shows,

as was noted for Cl@, that the static values of Cn
B

for both wings

exhibit the same trend with angle of attack as is shown by the oscil-

latory derivatives. A comparison of the variation of cn~,~ + k Cn~,m

with angle of attack for the 600, 75°, and 82.50 wings for a reduced
frequency of about 0.066 and an smrplitude. ~. of t6° is shown in
figure 35(a).

r

—

Both the 600 and 75° wings have small positive yalues of the deriva-
tive at smll angles of attack UP to about 10°, whereas the 82.5° ~_ng
has relatively large negative values indicating directional instability.

—

At an angle of attack of about 22°, the 75° wing stiil has a small posi-
.

tive value, snd the 600 wing has a positive value about 1: times that of

the 75° wing while the 82.5° wing has a ~~ge negative value whfch % ..4
about 5 times that of the 600 wing. —

n
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.

the

!lhevariation of Cn
p,u

+ k2~,u ~th

82.50 wing is irre~sr even at OO angle

9

& forreduced frequency 2V

of attack while the vsria-
.

tion of the parameter &th frequency is g&erall.y very small for the
75° wing except for 40° and no angles of attack. (See figs. 19 and 20.)

Extremely large values and large variations of C=
p,o + k2%,clJ

with amplitude were obtain~d for the 82.5° wing especially at the higher

angles of attack, as is shown on figure 21, for a reduced frequency
ml)
TV

of 0.066. For example, at sn angle of attack of 50° the values varied
from about -0.32 at 2° amplitude to about 0.64 at 6° smplitude. me
values of tie psrameter for the 75° wing were considerably smaller in
magdtude (fig. 22), and the variation with amplitude was generally very
small; however, a lsrge change }n the parsmeter occurred between 2° and
4° amplitude for 40° and 50° angles of attack where the values of the
parameter changed from a positive to a negative value.

Rolling moment, due to yawing.- The variation with angle of attack
of the rolling moment due to yating Cz - cl”

r,u p,co
for the 82.5o and

\ 75° wings is given in figures 23 and 24.

For the 82.5° wing, the variation with single of attack is nonlinear,

. the values being positive In the low-angle-of-attack range and becoming
large negative vslues above about 22° and becoming positive or tending
to become positive at sngles of attack above 30°. For the low frequencies,
the values of c~ - CL. for the 75° wing are negative in the low-

r,u p,u
angle-of-attack range while at the higher frequencies the values are
S~~ and positive. At angles of attack above about 30°, the veriation
becomes extremely nonlinear for the three lower frequencies and the
vslues of the parameter
attack.

Fig-me 35(b) shows

the 82.50, 750, and 600

and f6° amplitude. The
small difference in the

are positive in the range around 40° angle of

a comparison of ‘thevalues of Cz - cl= for
r’~pv :$’0.066

delta wings for a reduced frequency

figure shows that, even though there is only a
values of Czr.a - Czb,a for the three wings at

low angles of attack, there is a lsrge’differe~ce in the angle-of-attack
range above 24° and at a angle of attack of 30° increasing the sweep of
the leading edge from 600 to 82.5° chsmges the value of the parameter
from 2.8 to -2.6.

The effects of frequency on the parameter Czr,m
- C2”

J3,u)
are shown

x in figures 2> and 26 which ue cross plots of figures 23 and 24, respec-
tively. The 82.5° wing shows less vaiation of the parameter with

.

~~. - *
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frequency in the low-angle-of-attack range than does the 750 wing. At
s

the high angles of attack the effects of frequency or the value of
c~r ~ - c~.

.

for both wings are considerably greater them at the
p,w

7—

the’lower angles of attack.

The variation of Czr ~ - cl. with amplitude for both wings is
9 p,u

shown in figures 27 and 28; The figures show that smplltude has a large __
effect on the magnitude of the parameter for the 82.5°-wing at all
angles of attack shown except 0° angle of attack. FOC the 75° wing, a
much smaller effect of emplftude can be noted in fi~”e 28.

Damping in yaw.- Tne variation with angle of attack of the damping-
in-yaw parameter

Cnr,u - Cnb,a
for the 82.3° and 75° wings is given

in figures 29 and ~. The damping in yaw for the 82.5° wing is zero
or slightly negative up to about 10° angle of attack and becomes more
negative up to about 20°, but after 20° the variation~with angle of
attack is irregil_ar and depends on frequency. For the 75° wing (fig. 30),
the value of the parameter is zero or nearly zero to about 20°; after
20° the values become large and negative up to about 40° and then tend
to become less negative. Figure 3>(b) shows a com arisen of the varia-

~ ‘-

x“

‘ion ‘f C%,a - cn~,u
for the 600, 75°, and 82.5 winge. For all

three wings,
C%,u - Cnp,o

is nearly zero in the low-angle-of-attack. .

range, as was expected, and the values become more negative at higher
angles of attack. In the range mound 20° angle of attack, the 82.5° wing
has the greatest negative values.

Figures 31 and 32 show the variation with frequency of

for the 82.5° and 75° wings for several angles of attack and
of ?6°. For both wings at low angles of attack, the effects

% -c”
r,m np,u

an amplitude
of frequency

are small. The effect of frequency is extremely large and erratic for
the 82.5° wing at 30° and 40° but for the 75° wing the variation is
extremely large only for an angle of attack,of 40°. Similarly, the
effect of amplitude is large only at the higher angles of attack pre-
sented and generally the largest changes in the parameter occur in the
range from between 2° smd 4° in amplitude for both the 82.50 and
75° wings. (See figs. 33 and 34.)

CONCLUSIONS

The static lateral stability of six delta wings wms determined
at subsonic speeds and, in addition, two of the wings with 82.5° and Y

75° sweep of the leading edge were oscillated in yaw about the ~-percent
point of the root chord in order to determine the effects of frequency w
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and amplitude on the combination lateral stability derivatives resulting
from this motion. The results of this investigation indicate the fol-

lowing conclusions:

1. The results of the oscillation tests showed that large changes
in the derivatives occurred with chsnges of frequency and amplitude at
the high angles of attack for the 82.5° and 7P delta wings. For the

@ = 0.066 the largest changes in thereduced frequency parameter ~V

derivatives with smplitude generally occurred at low values of amplitude.

2. Comparison of the variation with angle of attack of the oscil-
latory derivatives obtained with the 82.50 and 75° wing with those of a
600 wing of another investigation showed that,large differences in the
oscillatory derivatives are generally obtained at the higher angles of
attack and that the values of the combination oscillatory deriva-

tives Cn
@,u + ‘2C%,0 and cZr,u - CZB,U

for the 82.5° wing are very

large and of opposite sign to those of the other wings. This comparison

was made for one frequency and amplitude of oscillation.

3. The results of the static tests showed that the static lateral
stability derivatives followed trends which were similar to those of
other investigations.

Lmgley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., January 7, 1957.
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TABLE I

GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SIX DELTA WINGS

wing

1 2 3 4 5 6

Aspect ratio . . . . . . . . . . . 0.25 0.53 1.07 2.31 4.0 6.93

Leading-edge sweep angle, deg . . %.5 82.5 75 60 45 30

Dihedral angle, deg . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0

!hdst, deg . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0

Airfoil section . . . . . . . . . Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat Flat
plate plate plate plate plate plate

Area, sh in....... . . . . 114 207.4 335.8 ‘561.2 703.2 405.9

Span, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 10.45 18.97 36.00 53.03 53.03

Wan aerodynamic chord, in. . . . 32.00 26.46 23.60 20.79 17.68 10.21
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(a) 82.5° delta wing. L-91.176

Figure 4.- Photograph of mod.elain tunnel.
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Figure Il.- Variation with angle of attack of the effective dihedral
paraneter for the 82.50 delta wing measured during oscillation.
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Figure 12.- Variation with sngle of attack of the effective dihedral
parameter for the 75° delta wing measured during oscillation.
q. = ?6°.
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Figure 13.- Variation with frequency pexameter Figure 14.- Variation with frequency parameter of

of the effective dihedral ammeter for the the effective dihedral parameter for the 75°

82.5° delta wing. ~o= 16$ delta wing. *O = ~6° .
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Figure 15,- variation
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Figuxe 17.- Variation with angle of attack of the-directional stability
-parameter for the 82.5° delta wing measured during oscillation:
*O = k6°.

Figure 18.-Variation with angle of attack of the directional stability
parameter for the 75° delta wing measured during oscillation.
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Figure 20. - Variation with frequency para.mter of

the directional stability parameter for the

75° delta wimg. +0 = i6°.
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Figure 21.. Variation with emplitude of the

directional atabil.ityparemtir for the
82.5° cklta wing. &/n .0.066.
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Figure 23. - Variation with angle of attack of the rolling moment due to
yawing ~srameter for the 82.50 delta wing measured during oscillation.
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Fig~e 24.- Variation with angle of attack
yawing parameter for the 75° delta wing
*O = 16°.

of the rolling moment due to
measured during oscillation.



Figure 2>. - Variation with frequency parameter

of the rolling moment due b yawing p~~-

eter for the 82.5° delta wing. +.=?6.
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Figure 27.
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Figure 28. - Variation with mnplitude of the rolling

rolling mcment I.IW to yawing parameter for mouent due to yaMing param&r for the 75° delta ~
tk 82.5° delta wing. ab/2v = 0.066. wing . &/2v = 0.066. w
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Figure 29. - Variation with angle of attack of the damping-in-yaw param-
eter for the 82.5° delta wing measured during oscillation. *O = k6°.
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Figure 50.- Variation with angle of attack of the damping-in-yaw parsm-
eter for the 75° delta wing measured during oscillation. ~. = i60.
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Figure jl. - Variation with frequency parameter Figure 32. - Variation
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Figure 33.- Variation with amplitude of the

damping-in-yaw parameter for the 82.7°
delta wing. a&/2v = o.c66.

Figure ~. - Variation with anplitude of the

@@-in-Yaw pmameter for the 75° delta
wing . ab/2v = 0.c%6.
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Figure 35. - Comparison of the variation with single of attack of the
stability derivatives for the 82.5°, 75°, and 600 delta wings
measured during oscillation. &/2v= 0.066; ~. = t6°.
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